Solar panels

for professional lighting

Easy SolarPole

Solar solutions for professional lighting

Universal kit for light poles up to
155mm in diameter

The revolutionary system to combine the power of the sun with existing light poles
Modular system

Strong Wind Resistance

completely disassembled for
transport and repair

Power

It can stand well against even 10 grade
typhoon.

100W - 150W

conversion kit applied to
non-solar Street lamp

Lightweight

just 8kg for the 100W
and 12kg for the 150W

Efficiency
22.5% solar efficiency

Air Ventilation

for output to garantiee
best performance
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Solar solutions for professional lighting

Universal Applications

Easy Solar Pole
How it works :
Product designed for the refit of public and private
lighting on a pole.
Easy solar pole by Fly Solartch Solutions is the ideal
solution to make a normal pole for public lighting in
the latest generation of Solar Street Light. With its
patented lightweight-360 degrees system that can
be completely dismantled and applied to any pole
up to 155mm in diameter, it is the easiest and fastest solution to make your lighting completely energy
self-sufficient.
In the 100W and 150W sizes that can be modulated to have more photovoltaic power, it is the universal, light and resistant solution, designed to provide
maximum power in any environment.
On request, the Easy Solar pole can be custom made,
in power, dimensions, color and efficiency and even
using our G-Wire© technology, with a proprietary patent, this technology is the only one in the world to
combine the quality of widespread contactless welding with the scalability of technology applicable to
every type of cell allowing us to be able to use any
type, size, cell technology.

Easy SolarPole can be used in any type of poles and
designs without dismantling them makes the application. Poles can be
sourced separately, the detachable design with adjustable spacing brackets helps the mounting easy in every pole.

Modular Installation

This solar cylinder module is based on modular
design concept for easy installation and disassembly. It can be quicly and
easily mounted on any suitable pole.

Easy to Clean

Less dust will fall on surface than regular solar panel. Worker can clean
it easily standing on ground with a long handle brush. no need lift. higher
work efficiency and less maintenance cost.

Design Aesthetics

The relatively large size of solar panels on the pole top has made the solar
lighting not an option for the areas where the design aesthetics and decora tive lighting applications are used. SolarWrap
module systems is the real answer which is compact and fully integrates
on the pole and available in custom colors to match the design of the pole.

Patent pending

Our lightweight solution that weighs less than half of the products on the
market is one of our patents derived from the know-how accumulated
over years of international projects

Full day Charging

6 slim solar panels are fixed tightly on a hexagon
frame. so it ensures 50% of solar panel will face to
sunshine at any time of the day.

Strong Wind Resistance

The cylindrical design reduces the wind resistance area, and each module
is directly fastened to the pole by 12 screws for better wind resistance. It
can stand well against even 10 grade typhoon.
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Cylindric Solar Panel
The most beautiful solar panel for solar street light applications

A modern and design solution

It can be customized according to needs:

The
cylindrical
solar
panel
of
FLY
Solartech
Solution
is
made
with
our
patented G-Wire©
system.
The
G-Wire©
technology is the flagship of Fly Solartech, with a
proprietary patent, this technology is the only one
in the world to combine the quality of widespread
contactless welding with the scalability of technology applicable to every type of cell allowing us to be
able to use any type, size, cell technology.

1 solar panel
100W or 150W

2 solar panel
100W or 150W
3 solar panel
100W or 150W

The core technology of GiocoSolutions(G-Wire©)
is
a revolutionary connection process for the
production of solar modules. Standard busbars are replaced by 18/24 micro-wires that collect energy more smoothly and reinforce solar
cells. The superior performance of the G-Wire©
translates into advanced module efficiency, while the
negative effects are significantly reduced.
The 18/24 micro-wires are positioned in a perfect
manner in parallel and held in place by a transparent
sheet in an above / below model. This assembly of
foil-wire (FWA) is the electrical conductor, designed
with surgical precision, to interconnect the solar cells
and eliminate the need for Busbar.

Power, size and color up to a maximum of 3

The product is custom made, in power, dimensions,
color and efficiency for the needs of your most demanding customers.
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A powerfull and strong
panel for square pole
The universal solution for square poles is based on our
decades of experience on high efficiency lightweight
semi-flexible panels.
Panels with a structural adhesive system can be inserted
in any square pole. With 1/8 weight in comparison to glass
panels and just 1.5 mm thin, it’s the solution designed for
rectangular poles of all sizes, adaptable in size, color, and
power this panel is based on seven-layer technology and
our patented Gwire system.
The superior efficiency of G-Wire© is guided by 18/24 micro-wires which form a dense grid of up to 2,660 contact
points on the solar cell. This structure allows the electrons
to travel to the shorter distance to be collected, thus reducing the resistive losses.
The lower resistance allows more energy to be extracted from each individual WIRE, thus increasing the power
density compared to traditional panels with 4/5/6 Busbar
(BB).
The modules with conventional busbars have over 100
welding points which represent extreme thermomechanical stress on the cells, increasing the potential for micro-cracks and other faults that will reduce the efficiency
of the panel over time.
FLY
Solartech
modules
of
the
GiocoSolutions
line are virtually free of mechanical stress. The
G-Wire© technology binds the micro-wires to the cells
during the lamination process, eliminating any welding of
cellular connection.

Single cell module
The universal solution for square poles

Electric Features each solar panel
V Pmax (V)

5,85

I Pmax (A)

9,19

Pmax (Watt)

53,80

Vca (V)

6,87

Icc (I)

9,19

Cells Eff. %

22%

Dimensions
H (mm)

1710

L (mm)

186

D (mm)

1,5

WEIGHT (kg)
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On Top Solution
Lightweight rigid panel

Lightweight rigid panel with a weight of 1/8 compared to glass solutions. Resistant and long lasting with anti-glare and
anti-scratch system.
Lightweight Solar Panel

Light and thin

Panels available

1/8 weight in comparison to glass panels and just 1,5 mm
thin

Made in Italy

Developed and produced by Fly solartech solutions

High resistance to the marine enviroment
Certified IEC 61701:2011 against salty mist

More energy every day

thanks to the use of high efficiency cells and latest
generation technopolymers

High resistance and walk on panels
thanks to the high resilency polymers proprieties;
certificated against hail

Microcracking managing

thanks to the G-Wire ® technology with highly conductive
silver

Easy to be integrate

thanks to the possibility of personalizing using adhesive,
eyelets, zip, tenax and not only
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